
                                                                                                                                                                                           

We hope that investors will find FPA commentaries helpful to understand application of the same investment 

discipline in various markets, and can refer to particular items that interest them. 

You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully 

before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies, sales charges, and other 

matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read this Prospectus carefully before investing. 

The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at www.fpafunds.com, by email at 

crm@fpafunds.com, toll-free by calling 1-800-982-4372 or by contacting the Fund in writing.  

Average Annual Total Returns 
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Fund/Index MTD YTD 1 Year 3 Years** 5 Years** 10 Years** 

FPA Paramount -1.79 % 13.98 % 28.59 % 17.29 % 9.29 % 9.71 % 

Russell 2500  -1.09 % 15.42 % 25.61 % 19.57 % 9.21 % 10.34 % 

MSCI World -2.46 % 8.43 % 18.58 % 13.72 % 2.70 % 7.25 % 

** Annualized.  
A redemption fee of 2.00% will be imposed on redemptions within 90 days. Expense ratio is 0.94% as of most recent prospectus. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results and current performance may be higher or lower 

than the performance shown. This data represents past performance and investors should 

understand that investment returns and principal values fluctuate, so that when you redeem your 

investment it may be worth more or less than its original cost. Current month-end performance data 

may be obtained by calling toll-free, 1-800-982-4372.  

To view portfolio holdings from the most recent quarter end, please refer to the end of this document or at 
www.fpafunds.com.  

Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the fund.  References to individual 
securities are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as recommendations by the 
Funds, Advisor or Distributor. 

The views expressed and any forward-looking statements are as of the date of the publication and are those 
of the portfolio managers and/or the Advisor.  Future events or results may vary significantly from those 
expressed and are subject to change at any time in response to changing circumstances and industry 
developments.  This information and data has been prepared from sources believed reliable. The accuracy 
and completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed and is not a complete summary or statement of all 
available data.  

The Russell 2500 Index is an unmanaged index comprised of the 2,500 smallest companies in the Russell 
3000 Index.  

The MSCI World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to 

measure the equity market performance of developed markets. The MSCI World Index consists of the 

following 24 developed market country indices: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, 

France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 

Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Individuals 

cannot invest directly in an Index.   
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Fund Risks  
 
Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value. Stock markets are volatile and 
can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, or economic 
developments. The funds may purchase foreign securities which are subject to interest rate, currency 
exchange rate, economic and political risks. Small and mid-cap stocks involve greater risks and they can 
fluctuate in price more than larger company stocks. Groups of stocks, such as value and growth, go in and 
out of favor which may cause certain funds to underperform other equity funds. 

 

The FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC, 803 W. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI, 

53233. 
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Performance 

  

  
Fund/Index MTD YTD 1 Year 3 Years** 5 Years** 10 Years** 

 
      FPA Paramount -1.79 % 13.98 % 28.59 % 17.29 % 9.29 % 9.71 % 
 
      Russell 2500  -1.09 % 15.42 % 25.61 % 19.57 % 9.21 % 10.34 % 
 
      MSCI World -2.46 % 8.43 % 18.58 % 13.72 % 2.70 % 7.25 % 

 
** Annualized.  
A redemption fee of 2.00% will be imposed on redemptions within 90 days. 
Expense ratio calculated as of most recent prospectus is 0.94%.  
Past performance is no guarantee of future results and current performance may be higher or lower than the 
performance shown. This data represents past performance and investors should understand that investment 
returns and principal values fluctuate, so that when you redeem your investment it may be worth more or less 
than its original cost. Current month-end performance data may be obtained by calling toll-free, 1-800-982-4372. 

 
This second quarter fund performance was partially due to the positive performance of the following 

securities. Life Technologies (+14%) rose after the rumored acquisition mentioned last quarter came to 
fruition in mid-April.  ScanSource (+13%) rebounded after being the largest decliner last quarter.  CarMax 
(+11%) reported sales that handily exceeded market estimates. 

 
Underperformers were led by Maxim Integrated (-15%), as one of its large customers, Samsung, 

announced lower-than-expected smartphone sales.  Sonova (-12%) declined on litigation concerns.  Finally, 
L’Occitane (-11%) reported sales growth which trailed market expectations.  

 
Commentary 

 
Markets around the world were mostly buoyant over the first six months of the year.  In the U.S., the 

major indices appreciated at a double-digit rate.  Unorthodox central bank policies along with a respite from 
significant political disruption provided a benign backdrop until the middle of June.  That’s when Chairman 
Bernanke’s hint about a slowdown in the Federal Reserve’s bond buying program caused an end-of-quarter 
selloff in both bonds and stocks.   

 
Portfolio 

 
As we discuss in more detail below, we sold out of three positions in the quarter based on valuation 

and company-specific concerns.  We also purchased a small amount of a new position and added to several 
existing ones.  At the end of the quarter, cash stood at about 10.4% which is at the high end of our historical 
range.  We are diligently looking for opportunities to invest the cash, but as discussed last quarter will not 
compromise on company quality or valuation in order to make that investment.  Instead, we will wait 
patiently until company-specific factors or market issues like central bank or political actions cause quality and 
valuation to favorably converge.  In the meantime, we believe the businesses in our portfolio today have 
significant competitive advantages, unlevered balance sheets and are run by capable management teams.  We 
expect them to continue to favorably grow their business values over time.  
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Portfolio Company Discussion 
 
This quarter we’d like to discuss some stocks we’ve recently sold and the reasons why. Not 

surprisingly, since intelligent use of cash flow is an important criterion in deciding to buy shares in a company, 
a disappointment in this area, or a change of policy or objective, can often be the catalyst in developing a 
decision to dispose of one of our portfolio holdings. 

 
One of the challenges that Actuant has faced deploying its capital into attractive deals is that its 

high-return, strong-market-share business segments, Industrial and Energy, which can boast of operating 
margins over 20%, even 30% in some cases, have not produced a plethora of bolt-on deals which could have 
permitted Actuant to deploy capital in familiar businesses and at attractive margins. 

 
Unfortunately, instead of waiting patiently for the right opportunity to come along to spend its 

accumulating cash, Actuant’s response to this dearth of desirable deals was to pursue several large acquisitions 
in the less exciting parts of its business, most significantly in Electrical.  It acquired Mastervolt in November 
2010 – the cost, $150 million, or 1.4x sales. 

 
Mastervolt makes specialty electrical products for the marine and European solar markets.  Marine, 

the smaller and less important market, has a pretty good fit with some existing Actuant businesses, but this 
cannot be said of the Mastervolt solar business.  The European solar market is almost completely dependent 
on government tax subsidy.  Periodic changes or even elimination of these subsidies wreak havoc with 
industry participants as volumes, prices, inventories, etc. move around in an unpredictable fashion. 

 
This certainly has been the case in recent years, and it has become clear that Actuant paid well in 

excess of fair market value for Mastervolt.  In June of 2013, Actuant confirmed this by announcing that it 
would divest its entire electrical segment, and would record a non-cash after-tax charge of $150 million.  
Actuant had owned Mastervolt for just 2 ½ years. 

 
In addition to the capital allocation issue, we were also cognizant of valuation.  Actuant was 

purchased for the first time in October 2008 at $17 per share, or 11x EPS.1  We added to the position at 
declining prices, ending up with our last purchase at less than $9 per share (7x EPS), near the March 2009 
market lows.  Our recent sale was at an average price of $33, which valued the company at 19x EPS. 

 
Our disappointment with Actuant’s deployment of its cash flow and the risk of future misallocation 

was the most important reason for our sale, but the company’s full valuation makes us comfortable that this 
was an opportune time to exit. 

 
Another company recently sold is Manpower, the large provider of temporary workers.  

Manpower’s two-part strategy is straight-forward.  First, expand in underserved markets, generally ones in 
which there was a limited tradition of temporary employment, and often ones in which temporary 
employment had only recently been legalized. 

 
Most of the countries of Europe were fairly recent but enthusiastic converts to temporary labor.  

Unfortunately for Manpower, Europe represents almost two-thirds of its revenues, with the economic 
weakness in southern Europe (over one-third of total MAN revenues) overwhelming the continuing 
preference by companies for temporary workers.  Outside of Europe, expansion of temporary labor in 
emerging markets made those countries Manpower’s fastest growing segment of the last few years (about 
13% of revenues).  While the very long-term potential for emerging markets is significant, their margins for 
the foreseeable future will likely remain structurally lower than in developed countries.  

 

                                                 
1
 Define EPS as earnings per share over the trailing twelve months 
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In addition to the organic growth described above, Manpower also made a series of acquisitions, 
generally in related areas, like permanent placement, specialized markets like finance or IT, training, out 
sourcing services, outplacement, etc.  Results for these deals have been mixed, leading us to question this 
choice for future capital deployment. 

 
Despite a current return on equity of only 7% on mid-cycle earnings, Manpower’s stock has done 

remarkably well since late last year, rising from the high $30s to nearly $60 per share, driven by improved 
prospects for recovery of the worldwide economy.  We did not share the market’s enthusiasm and at a 
generous P/E of 24x were grateful for the opportunity to exit our position.2 

 
In recent years VCA-Antech has been faced with a deterioration of its basic business model.  VCA-

Antech has long had a 2-part business strategy.  First it operated a chain of animal hospitals across the 
country.  It is by far the largest in this sector and earns solid margins in a highly fragmented market. 

 
Second, it has about 50 regionally-based veterinary diagnostic test labs, which provide overnight 

results for test panels requested by the hospital/office-based vets.  The lab business has strong economies of 
scale, driven by route density, and has long earned excellent margins operating as it has in protected markets. 
VCA has used its free cash flow for many years to acquire veterinary hospitals and practices paying a price 
which reflected the economies of scale VCA could bring to operations of the acquired assets as well as the 
value of the exit strategy which VCA was providing the vet. 

 
Over the last few years, hospital acquisitions have been getting less productive, but VCA hasn’t 

backed off the expansion of its hospital division despite the declining returns.  After recent shareholder 
agitation, the company agreed to begin share repurchases, but has only committed to make them a small 
portion of the cash flow allocation. 

 
The second strategic issue for VCA is in its lab business.  Its most important competitor, Idexx, has 

long put a greater emphasis on point of care tests, which give very rapid results, enabling the vet to provide 
more timely and accurate care.  As technology advances, an increased number of key tests can be performed 
in the pet hospital, putting greater pressure on VCA’s lab business.  In addition, Idexx has been effective in 
bundling reference lab, point of care, and practice management software, resulting in continuing erosion in 
VCA’s market share. 

 
With both parts of VCA’s business facing strategic challenges, a balance sheet under stress,  returns 

on capital deteriorating, and recent share appreciation from the low $20s a few months ago to a recent $27 
per share, implying 20x EPS, we concluded that it was time to move on.3 

 
We are pleased to receive reader feedback to shareholder letters at the email address, 

paramount@fpafunds.com. 
 
Thank you for your continued support and trust. 
 

                                                 
2
 Define P/E as price divided by trailing twelve month earnings per share 

3
 Define EPS as earnings per share over the trailing twelve months 
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CUSIP/SEDOL TICKER SHARES SECURITY MKT PRICE ($) MKT VALUE ($)

% OF NET 

ASSET 

VALUE

B4WQ2Z2 AGK LN 192,500 AGGREKO* 24.97 4,806,705.75           1.62%

090572207 BIO 73,300 BIO-RAD LABORATORIES- CLASS A 112.20 8,224,260.00           2.77%

B01MJR4 BIM FP 61,300 BIOMERIEUX* 96.89 5,939,424.43           2.00%

143130102 KMX 430,100 CARMAX 46.16 19,853,416.00        6.69%

179895107 CLC 138,600       CLARCOR 52.21 7,236,306.00           2.44%

217204106 CPRT 398,500 COPART 30.80 12,273,800.00        4.14%

0274805 DNO.LN 366,500 DOMINO PRINTING SCIENCES* 9.49 3,477,791.80           1.17%

B08CHG2 EVS.BB 95,200 EVS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT* 69.43 6,609,478.96           2.23%

30249U101 FTI 199,200 FMC TECHNOLOGIES 55.68 11,091,456.00        3.74%

353514102 FELE 252,200 FRANKLIN ELECTRIC 33.65 8,486,530.00           2.86%

384109104 GGG 166,900 GRACO 63.21 10,549,749.00        3.56%

404251100 HNI 265,300 HNI 36.07 9,569,371.00           3.22%

0405207 HLMA LN 719,500 HALMA PLC* 7.66 5,508,995.65           1.86%

422347104 HTLD 454,200 HEARTLAND EXPRESS 13.87 6,299,754.00           2.12%

45167R104 IEX 151,350 IDEX 53.81 8,144,143.50           2.74%

499064103 KNX 396,600 KNIGHT TRANSPORATION 16.82 6,670,812.00           2.25%

51476K103 LDR 3,650 LANDAUER 48.31 176,331.50              0.06%

53217V109 LIFE 142,400 LIFE TECHNOLOGIES 74.01 10,539,024.00        3.55%

B3PG229 973 HK 1,045,000 L'OCCITANE INTERNATIONAL* 2.69 2,815,961.50           0.95%

57772K101 MXIM 185,800 MAXIM INTEGRATED PRODUCTS 27.78 5,161,524.00           1.74%

595017104 MCHP 209,700 MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY 37.25 7,811,325.00           2.63%

042206849 NE 246,100 NOBLE* 37.58 9,248,438.00           3.12%

686091109 ORLY 178,400 O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE 112.62 20,091,408.00        6.77%

OTHER 2,280,918.57           0.77%

0750695 ROR LN 37,900         ROTORK PLC* 40.60 1,538,842.33           0.52%

806037107 SCSC 416,000       SCANSOURCE 32.00 13,312,000.00        4.49%

038744003 SIG 277,600       SIGNET JEWELERS* 67.43 18,718,568.00        6.31%

7156036 SOON VX 37,600         SONOVA HOLDINGS AG* 106.04 3,987,216.80           1.34%

0834704 SPX LN 154,748       SPIRAX-SARCO ENGINEERING PLC* 40.86 6,323,188.98           2.13%

92220P105 VAR 44,500 VARIAN MEDICAL SYSTEM 67.45 3,001,525.00           1.01%

92927K102 WBC 222,200 WABCO HOLDINGS 74.69 16,596,118.00        5.59%

989207105 ZBRA 216,800 ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES - CLASS A 43.44 9,417,792.00           3.17%

TOTAL EQUITIES: 265,762,175.77      89.56%

CASH & EQUIVALENTS (NET OF LIABILITIES): 30,969,020.78        10.44%

TOTAL NET ASSETS: 296,731,196.55$    100.00%

NO. OF EQUITY POSTIONS: 31

* Indicates Foreign Security

FPA Paramount Fund, Inc. 
Portfolio Holdings 

 

06/30/2013 
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Portfolio Holding Submission Disclosure

Except for certain publicly available information incorporated herein, the information contained in these materials is our confidential and proprietary 

information and is being submitted to you for your confidential use with the express understanding that, without our prior written permission, you 

will not release these materials or discuss the information contained herein or make reproductions of or use these materials for any purpose other 

than evaluating a potential advisory relationship with  First Pacific Advisors.

You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before you invest. The Prospectus details the 

Fund's objective and policies, sales charges, and other matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read this Prospectus carefully before 

investing. The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at www.fpafunds.com, by email at crm@fpafunds.com, toll-free by calling 1-800-

982-4372 or by contacting the Fund in writing. 

Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value. Stock markets are volatile and can decline significantly in response to 

adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, or economic developments. The Fund may purchase foreign securities which are subject to interest rate, 

currency exchange rate, economic and political risks; this may be enhanced when investing in emerging markets. Small and mid- cap stocks involve 

greater risks and they can fluctuate in price more than larger company stocks. Groups of stocks, such as value and growth, go in and out of favor 

which may cause certain funds to underperform other equity funds. 

Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the fund.  References to individual securities are for informational purposes only 

and should not be construed as recommendations by the Funds, Advisor or Distributor.

The FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC, 803 W. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI, 53233.
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